
EC-5 Math Vocabulary Words

GRADE: EC 3 GRADE: EC 4 GRADE: K  GRADE: 1st GRADE: 2nd GRADE: 3rd GRADE: 4th GRADE: 5th 
big after addition addend a.m. addend acute absolute value

circle all after addition addend algorithm angle acute

count before attributes attributes angle angle area axis

how many behind before combine array area associative property base

in big calendar compare attributes  array calculate calculate

less biggest circle compose bar graph associative property circular classify

little bottom combine cone centimeter attributes   classify common denominator

more circle compose corner column category common denominator coordinate plane

on count cone cube compare column commutative property cubic unit

same different count cylinder compose commutative property composite customary

shape down cube data data data set convert decimal

square how many cylinder decompose decompose decompose decimal point dividend

triangle in front decompose difference difference  denominator distributive property divisor

up less describe digit digit distributive property dividend edge

out many difference equal dollar/ $ dividend division evaluate

down match different equation equal division divisor exponent

off more equal fewer equal shares divisor end point expression

over equation fourth equal to / "is the same as" end point equation greatest common factor

rectangle greater than greater than equation equal shares equivalent grouping symbols (brackets, braces, parentheses)

same hexagon half estimate equivalent evaluate inequality

small identify half hour even estimate expanded form integer

smallest length hexagon expanded form expanded form expression interpret

square less hour face factor factor intersection

tall less than hundred foot fourth formula inverse operations

tallest match identify fourth fraction gram least common multiple

top model length greater than /symbol > gram identity property line plot

triangle more less than half greater than /symbol > inequality mixed number

under number line measure half hour half interpret obtuse

up ones number height height intersect origin

partition number line horizontal scale horizontal scale interval parallel

rectangle ones hour interval inverse operations percent

shape part hundred kilogram kilo perpendicular

show (as in represent) partition identical less than / symbol < line points

side pentagon inch liter line of symmetry powers of ten

similar  place value length mass line plot quadrants

sort prism less than / symbol < metric line segment quantity

sphere quarter-as in geometry line plot multiplication liquid volume quotient

square rectangle measure numerator mass rational number 

subtraction rectangular prism meter operation multi-digit remainder

sum shape metric parallellogram multiple right angle

tens side minute partition multiplication round

three-dimensional/ solid solve number perimeter number notation scale

total sort number line place value obtuse surface area

triangle sphere odd plane figure operation value

two-dimensional/ flat square operation polygon parallel volume 

vertices/ corners subtraction p.m. product perimeter x axis
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weight sum part quadrilateral perpendicular x coordinate

symbol partition quarter prime y axis

tens pentagon quotient product y coordinate

three dimensional picture graph rhombus quantity

total place value rounding quotient

trapezoid point   row ray

triangle quadrilateral rule remainder

twice quarter  (coin) scaled bar graph right angle

two dimensional represent scaled picture graph right triangle

vertice/corner row series series

whole rule square unit similar

size strategy value

solve symbol variable

standard thousand whole number

strategy time interval word notation

subtraction unit fraction

symbol variable

third vertices

thousand volume

twice whole number

unit width

unknown

value

vertice/corner

whole

width
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